
Is resistance useless? 

Marxism, fabianism, fascism, and the “Truther Movement”: under control of the global power elite? 

                 

Once a subsystem like bolshevism adopted this method, the “big system” has been doing it surely as well and much 
more efficiently. Since we have to accept (what most people still don’t due to brainwashing or ignorance) that this “big 
system” is not just “capitalism” or a process we could call globalization but has distinguished players and groups who 
have been running it, then it is obvious that they have been in control and calculated the risks far in advance, releasing 
and supporting such seemingly dangerous (for them) movements and processes like (in the historical order):  

1) communism/socialism/Marxism/bolshevism with their declared will to replace capitalism and the ruling 
elites,  

2) the trickle down approach of “bribing” the populations by letting them participate in the economical 
prosperity and the promise to improve their material life as long as they adapt to the rules of the system 
(social democracy, socially orientated liberalism) – with the risk of growing awareness and education which 
could turn the majority of people against the few in power and extreme wealth,  

3) fascism/nationalism: the “archaic revival” of traditional bonds in combination with the potency of 
corporations and military coercion – with the risk of giving the people a feeling of identity and right way of 
life in the name of self-determination.  

4) the Internet and the emergence of free mind’s private research: the opportunity for everyone to 
educate himself and broaden the range of questions and topics which enrich the officially preferred 
knowledge, without being obliged to follow any party, cult or movement, by just following his curiosity and 
the moral impetus to share important knowledge and to support the forces which he considers the good ones 
– at the moment of his research. Without the need to adhere to ideologies and to unwillingly participate in the 
divide and rule strategy, these people, although small in number, should be considered a major threat to the 
elites.  

As to 1), there is the smallest risk: Both the French and Russian revolutions were directed by the shadowy global 
power elite, as well as the dichotomy of a Socialist block opposed to the Western block. The system is in its goals and 
nature Marxist. Karl Marx was put up in order to absorb socialism and merge it with the Satanist core of the globalist 
agenda of the NWO. Research key word: his relationship to the Rothschilds. For left wing idealists there may be still 
the communist paradise at or behind the horizon, in reality the goal is the enslavement and finally replacement of 
humanity. Below the article, have a look at the scheme about “Left” and “Right”. 

For the Anglo-Saxon world, instead of Marxism, Fabianism through the Fabian society has been serving this role 
since the 1880s. The step-by-step strategy of the turtle and the wolf in sheep’s clothing like it is depicted in their logos. 
Main tenets: Strengthening the state, transferring national sovereignty to transnational unions like the EU, inserting 
socialist coercion and seemingly reasonable elements of environmentalism and emancipation. Fabianism is Marxism 
in disguise and its success is reflected in the forging of today’s reality. They promote multiculturalization, early 
sexualization of children, state control of the individual etc.  



 

   

Here we have them under “The Group”. Close to them the Tavistock Institute:  

  

 

“I also made it quite clear that Socialism means equality of income or nothing, and that under socialism you 
would not be allowed to be poor. You would be forcibly feed, clothed, lodged, taught, and employed whether 
you like it or not. If it were discovered that you had not character enough to be worth all this trouble, you might 
possibly be executed in a kindly manner; but whilst you were permitted to live you would have to live well.” 



~ George Bernard Shaw  
 

Possibly, this is British humor. But Shaw uttered a lot of eugenic ideas of this kind as for example the idea of gas 
chambers with pleasant gas which would kill unwanted parts of the population in a humane way.  

Annie Besant, who is mentioned in the picture above, and Helena Blavatsky: key names for the new age movement, 
theosophy:  

         

 

This brings 1) close to 2) because with refusal of visible revolution in the outer world in favor of gradualism, you 
need to install mind control through education and the media and the constant feeling of living in the best of the 
possible worlds. Aldous Huxley instead of George Orwell. Give me my daily soma and I will not ask inconvenient 
questions but rather denounce dissidents because they endanger our good society. This is the antifa-fascism supported 
in Western societies today, the looking away from the facts of skyrocketing violent crime rates among the illegal 
migrants in Western Europe in the major concern of not allowing to the “rights” to use these “singular incidents” 
politically, the taboo to call the lying mainstream media Lügenpresse which already entered the English dictionary 
because Goebbels used this word 90 years ago. In its milder version: the “unfriending” of inconvenient people in the 
social media and real life who burn all bridges of old friendships because of trigger words which they don’t want to 
deal with like….well, there are many words, even put into questions, like: what happened really on….? They even 
might have heard about “political correctness” which they understand wrongly as trying to be nice and correct in the 
democratic culture in comparison to the rude questioning of the whole system. No, it is the opposite: The word 
originated in the Soviet time when an officer was asked whether he should report some unpleasant truth to his superior 
or not. “Better not! But this would be not correct! Yes, factually not correct, but politically correct.”  

Besides the mind control, there is alienation from nature, poisoning of the organisms, “body control”. 

3) is a less evident case because of the eruptive short period of the historical fascist regimes in the 20th century, all 
defeated by the “good” powers of the system. Despite the seemingly historical distance, there is a great affinity to our 
time because of two reasons: Firstly, the globalist system in its core and nature is fascist in the general understanding 
of this subsystem as the merger of corporate and state power. The eugenic plans of the power elite and 
geoengineering alone stand for it. Today’s ideologues and puppet politicians operate with the Orwellian inversion of 
blaming their victims with what they are committing themselves: of reviving fascism.  

http://libertytree.ca/quotes_by/george+bernard+shaw


            

Because of the facts that both Mussolini and Hitler and other authoritarian rulers of that period (Japan) were heavily 
funded and supported by the Anglo-Saxon power elite, it is of minor significance to discuss the gap between the “ideal” 
fascisms and the narrative of their defeaters, especially given the diversity of the fascist regimes. Italy had a quite 
exotic range of atavist colonialism (genocide in Ethiopia) and futurism, the NS regime in Germany was even in its 
name socialist more than reactionary-traditionalist as it could be expected by the promotion of the Aryan supremacism. 
Goebbels and others had pointed out that the movement is “left” in clear distinction to the bourgeois conservatism and 
nationalism. Their task was to smash or least weaken the middle class. 

Merger of state and corporate power?! Today, it is strange how Mussolini and the author of this definition, Gentile, 
could expect approval or sympathy by not only not declaring at least one them enemy, the Leviathan or the selfish big 
business, but in a way of solving the Gordian knot by merging them. Simply declaring that “we”, the unity of the 
Duce/Führer/charismatic leader and the people, know best how to control the business and make a good state for 
all, referring to the limited extension to the own ethnic group. Maybe because fascism is also declared anti-
intellectualism: not thoughts count but action, fight. “Drain the swamp”, “…to give back the power to you, the 
American people!” In Trump’s script it was written without “American”. The leader does not need to be loved by all, 
it is enough that he polarizes. 

  

This leads to the second reason: the new resistance against the system in the age of 4) the Internet or – less 
pathetically said – the desperate attempts of informed people to inform their co-citizens about reality is being 
labeled by the system media as right-wing in the sense of fascist. The major part of this resistance rejects this label as 
a dirty trick to divide and rule the opposition, especially in the light of the desire to overcome dogmatic and 
ideological thinking, which is perceived as part of the mind control itself. We are free minds.  

A part of the resistance, however, holds to the ideals of the right-wing movement with the strong emphasis of 
protecting traditional and natural conditions, including the existing national order and the ecosystems. With Orwell: To 
speak the truth in these dark times is a revolutionary act, one could say that to be conservative is revolutionary in the 
NWO fascism. For the freedom of thought, it is good to reject any label, be it right, left or even conservative. But still, 
why do we say in English and Russian, when someone has the truth on his side that he is right? (In French and Italian: 
you have reason). Isn’t it Orwellian inversion of the values? Peace is war and ignorance is bliss! The switching of 
values and words is called in Greek dia-bolein, hence the word for devil. One reason why the ruling system is often 
called satanic. The other reason is found in the historical evolution of major players of the global power elite out of the 
cabalistic Satanism of people like Luria, the Sabbatean Frankists etc and today’s crimes which starts with “p” but are 
trigger words, too. 

In this article, we don’t deal with the (endless) questions about the identity and hierarchy of the main suspects inside 



the power elites, but look at the behavior of ordinary people who came to realize that these elites pursuit not only good 
goals.  

The advantage of belonging to the free minds of those who don’t want to belong to any label or movement is 
obvious: We just ask questions. The disadvantage is the potential freedom not only of thought but also from 
solidarity with those who for example have chosen to be “right”. How to talk about 90 years old dissidents in German 
prisons? They were found guilty for having used the most terrible trigger words possible under German law. So there 
is the risk of delivering each other to the hangman in order to save one’s own soul, to distance oneself from others 
inside the broader spectrum of the resistance, calling them gatekeepers, misled, useful idiots etc. which might have 
reasonable grounds but also serve the promotion of one’s own position. So it is easy to turn from a free mind into a 
mercantile coward. We must keep on exploring and discussing theses but keep in mind: cui bono? 

Let us turn our attention from an enemy state (UN charta) to the land of the free: 

The “truther movement” was in October 2017 enriched by a new letter: “Q”. The main message is: there is a hidden 
plan of the Trump administration. Trust this plan! Here we have the case of an opposition against one part of the 
rulers in favor of another part of the rulers which is seen as the better one. A perfect condition for controlled 
opposition. However, although pro-Trumpian in its orientation, one can read between the lines that the minds behind 
Q and the people behind this sub-movement tie the pro-Trump orientation to concrete conditions to be fulfilled. Any 
event which can shatter this credit will probably turn them away from the current administration. It is still an enigma 
whether it is all a giant fraud and distraction or something more serious which must show a shift inside the power elite 
away at least from the apocalyptic part of the NWO faction.  

 

In a video from October 2018, one Q follower “Storm is upon us” ends with “Be the plan!”. Plan requires 
subordination. “But without a plan, you will end up being part of somebody else’s plan” (Terence McKenna). Will this 
movement end up in being absorbed by the system, perhaps via AI? Today, the social media are constantly monitored 
by programs which register any revolutionary mood. And the messianic elements in the Q movement indicate a 
control from above, from the system, similar to the short period of German history, the dark 12 years which at that 
time for most of the Germans looked very promising – in the nightmare of the conditions of Versailles, 112 billions 
gold marks until 1988 were to pay although Germany had no guilt in the outbreak of WWI and was about to win the 
war.  

Q anon posted several strange allusions about the connection between that time and the regime today: 



   

On the left corner, there is a Rothschild. This really triggers the “risk of conspiracy label the deeper we go”. Of course, 
we must by law distance ourselves from any such speculations, but it is interesting to see that part of the power elites 
behind the current administration operate with the topics of the truther movement.  

Allow me to have a closer look back in into 3) and put this retrospective under the question:  

 

Hitler: agent of the Anglo-Saxon power elite or German leader hoping to get off their hook? 

In the second part of “Mein Kampf” (1926), we detect two key elements: connection of the necessity of “living space 
in the East” to ensure the self-determination of the German people + the service to humankind by taking down the 
Soviet regime and preventing the “Jewish bolshevization of the world”. Marxism as the “cancer of humankind”. 
Paraphrasing Hitler: Only preventive struggle can obtain victory, not defense. The Slavic population anyhow is 
incapable of self-governance and worthless, and their Jewish overlords will not stop at this country in their plan of 
world domination. Anyhow, the collapse of the Soviet regime is imminent. A coalition with it against the West would 
be suicidal. (Ruling out the main fear of the British elite, an alliance of Russia and Germany, H. Mackinder) 

What a brilliant coincidence ….in a narcissistic brain: my interest coincides with the interest of mankind, I will 
sacrifice myself (my people and the rest) for this noble task. (Contrast to a selfish who distinguishes between own and 
other’s interest. That makes it possible that narcissists can be idealists, selfish people not. Test: do you pick up money 
on the ground?)  

Military calculation: The Europeans and especially the Brits and the Yankees will be pleased and even thankful 
although they have to play the role of ideological adversary (because of their Jewish democratic regimes), therefore, 
after 1933, there was no more focus on the revision of Versailles anymore, only on the coming war with Russia.  

To make it sure that Germany will clearly attack first, Stalin had to be willing to attack first himself. Which initiated 
the terrible losses of human lives in this war. But Stalin could count on the help of Roosevelt so that there was no fear 
to lose the war. Similar trap to 1938 with Poland which had to provoke Germany until it attacked first, believing the 
promises of France and Britain which were eager to break them. 

Calculation about the second key element, the Jewish question: This is also rather easy to solve: We have a perfect 
mutual understanding with the Zionists! Our Jews don’t want to go to a malaria infested country with Arabs living in it, 
but we will first persuade them (Haavara agreement on August 1933!), then force them, and then, which is the special 
wish of some ardent Zionists, we will organize a mass murdering that they can use as divine sign and fire sacrifice for 
the creation of Israel and endless guilt culture towards the future Germans. (Possible: other parts of the rulers were 
charged with this “end solution”). In the meantime, we, the Na-Zis, the NS-Zionists, try to not let them flee to other 



Western countries. And of course, no bombing of railways to concentration camps! (End of speculating with Hitler’s 
brain) 

 

With these two key elements, the NS movement under Hitler was a project worth being discovered by 
Hanfstaengl (article by David Livingstone) and supported heavily via election campaigns, remilitarization etc by the 
oversea elite, among them Dutch Shell, but also the Vatican. Symptomatic: the systematic sabotage of the 
assassination attempts on Hitler by the secret services of the allies. 

 

Parallel to these destructive elements which made the planned great war inevitable, the program and even lifestyle 
propagated through the NS could be allowed to be even positive, reasonable and just. Because by having created such 
an enemy, all criticism of globalization, capitalism and the other forms of the maintenance of the global power elite 
will be discredited forever by referring to the NS regime, especially for the Germans who, after 75 years of re-
education, will greet their own genocide led by the Merkel agenda of mass immigration and islamization. Like in any 
totalitarian regime, the masses do not only not resist but are eager to denounce dissidents who are labeled enemies of 
the good society.   

 

Freud, the occult, the Vatican: another complex which underlines the service to the power elite. Aleister Crowly: this 
name connects Sabbatean Satanism, Hitler and even 9/11. 

Conclusion: Hitler can be seen as an agent of external powers because he was allowed to play his role as an 
unstoppable German liberator until June, 1941, when England put down her masks and withdraw her support. Another 
candidate who was approached for this role, Erich Ludendorff, had the character to refuse it immediately, telling his 
wife Mathilde after the visit of the gentlemen from the Wall Street: “Now they will go straight to Hitler, and he won’t 
refuse.”  

 

So, is resistance against the system useless? 

No, it is just beginning to be interesting and we still know too little about life, the Universe and everything before we 
should start giving up. Terence McKenna holds that the genius of the Earth as a living system could have long time 
ago started a program to prevent extinction of which the human species has a certain role to play. Which role – will be 



clear only in hindsight. So don’t worry, be happy and help to overcome the wrong system. 

 

As to the fear that everything and everyone can turn out to be controlled opposition, including yourself, don’t worry 
neither: There are no pure sources. Perhaps even the opposite: the richer a source is the more likely it is that someone 
already has put some poison in it. Trust your spiritual immune system and the power of sharing thoughts. 

A new “inner migration” is no option. The people have to be woken up. After all, it is not like in premodern times that 
the masses are illiterate and incapable of participating in their fate, most are well educated yet brainwashed.  

We can invite them to join the right side by living by the Golden rule and showing the methods how we come to 
conclusions and theses about our reality. As creatively as possible in order to win at least some time against the 
algorithms of the matrix so they can be plugged off in time – like in “Odyssey 2001”. 

 

JS, 23th October 2018 

 

On the “right” definition, we find anarchy and libertarianism in the right. Both have models of society without the 
state. Anarchism and communism are seen on the left side by the “left” definition. Those who are followers of a real 
communist ideal of a stateless and moneyless community, should switch sides. 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

        

 

Translation: This man has left this woman and a 200,000 USD job in Hawaii, in order to warn you about what the 
government is doing to us. 

Interesting article: http://globallibertymedia.com/fascism-was-socialism-2-0/ 
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